Salvador Special Experiences
Porto Da Barra Canoe Tour - Salvador

We leave our hotel at a prescheduled time and proceed to the popular Porto da Barra beach.
The tour delivers a sea experience in calm waters, where you will enjoy the activity and the city view from
a different angle.
On this tour we will meet a part of the coast of Salvador on board a millennial vessel. Rowing in a Hawaiian
canoe we will stroll down the coast of Victory corridor with its imposing buildings, dwelling of many artists
Bahian, we pass through the charming village of Gamboa that guards the history of black slaves, Indians
and ancient fishermen, we shall also pass by Ruins of the Gamboa Fort São Paulo until we reach the waters
in front of the Museum of Modern Art where we will stop for a bath. After the bath we will return to the
port of departure that was the port of the bar.

Samba and African roots Dance class

The samba de roda comes from African influences and is a rhythm originating in Bahia, since
19TH century. It's a pace usually associated with capoeira, and it is considered a variation of
Samba, directly from the Semba, (Angola rhythm).
Today, we will learn about the samba de roda and how to make the movements.
Then, we associate some movements to the dances dedicated to some of the orixás (African Entities)
and the symbology of them.

Sailing Boat Experience - Full day 8h
The largest bay in Brazil is home of a great ecosystem and biodiversity throughout its mangroves, Atlantic
forest and coral reefs. From a diverse of environmental projects, the Bay has been declared an
environmental protected area. This sail experience will give you a relaxing time and an astonishing view
of the bay, the city of Salvador with all the colors highlighted by the sunset. We leave the hotel in
Salvador, towards the pier, and start our navigation on the calm waters of the Bay, getting familiar with
the charm of sailing in a wind sailboat. We will have some special experience, in a fun and light
adventurous way. Sailing come accompanied by some alternative activities such as stand up paddle and
kayaking. You will also have water and fruits onboard to enjoy in this beautiful scenery. Our destination
is either to Mare Island or Frades Island, stop for tasting a local dish, where we will have a great
experience in this Bahia tropical scenario. In the afternoon, on our way back, we stop close to Barra
lighthouse, under the beautiful lights of the sunset on the bay, unforgettable, and one of the greatest
postcards of Salvador. The tour goes along the city extension; you will have a panoramic view of it.

Praia do Forte – snorkeling experience

AM: Pick up at the hotel in Salvador and transfer to Praia do Forte. After we leave from the village
of Praia do Forte, it takes approximately 15 minutes walking to the natural pools. They are formed
between the coral reefs, with crystal-clear-water. These natural. Swimming pools form natural
aquarium with wide range of colorful fish, corals and crustaceans.
Remarks:
Pick up any hotel in Salvador or in Praia do Forte. From Salvador to Praia do Forte (1h20min trip,
approximately)
Departure time depends on the tide.

Praia do Forte – ATV and Pojuca River Experience (2:30h)
Meet our guide for a basic training session to familiarize you with the operation of our 325cc 4-wheelers.
We will then take a tour along the most incredible forest trails anywhere on the Coconut Coast. After that,
we take a track passing to the Castle, Sapiranga Reserve and Pojuca River where we stop for 20 minutes
for resting and swimming. On the way back, we take the same track to arrive at the starting point .
Remark: Tour starts in Praia do Forte but we can also quote leaving from Salvador.

